The Honorable Joseph R. Biden, Jr.
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Biden,

We appreciate your efforts to address the humanitarian catastrophe in the Gaza Strip, but the United States can and must do more. That includes reiterating that all parties to the conflict must follow international humanitarian law – that Hamas must release all the remaining hostages, and Israel must permit significantly more humanitarian aid into Gaza. The U.S. has the resources to provide significantly more aid and prevent further suffering of the two million Palestinians displaced in Gaza.¹

In February, we called on the administration to immediately implement “Operation Gaza Relief” to provide urgent humanitarian aid to Gaza. Operation Gaza Relief would advance U.S. foreign policy goals, including providing life-saving food, water, and other basic necessities to those trapped in the crossfire of an ongoing armed conflict. The most urgent concern we raised was the need to “supply desperately needed medicine and medical equipment.”² At the time, we wrote that “the 11 partially functional hospitals remaining in Gaza” were unable to provide adequate care,³ and we urged your administration to “mobilize and support airlifts to provide those hospitals with supplies including basic medicines, from antibiotics to insulin.”⁴ The crisis on the ground has only worsened after Israeli raids on hospitals,⁵ and continued fighting has created fuel shortages that put hospitals out of commission.⁶ Doctors now worry that their only options are “displacement, detention or death.”⁷

---
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It is critical that we address the medical crisis in Gaza immediately, as it exacerbates the “cascading disaster.” While Israel does not allow journalists to independently access Gaza, Americans who have fled the area and medical personnel who have recently returned from Gaza have shared a dire perspective on the medical supplies and care available “even by the standards of war-ravaged regions.” Medical staff are treating patients on the floor instead of beds and working ceaselessly for as long as two weeks, all while bombs and gunfire can be heard nearby and as “mass casualties” come in waves “at least three or four times a night.” Healthcare Workers Watch reports that since October 7, over 400 medical staff have been killed in Gaza. Yet, doctors continue to treat children with shrapnel and traumatic brain injuries that they have never seen before, with “[d]eath happening in fully treatable situation[s]” all around them.

For many, conditions are appalling. One doctor was forced to “amputate[e] [his niece’s] leg at home” without anesthesia after she was hit by an Israeli tank. One new mother – of the almost 200 a day in Gaza – had to give birth to her son “in the latrines closest to her tent” while another gave birth “in the streets amid rubble.” Those who try to flee for safety face travel restrictions and are being forced to pay exorbitant fees to travel agencies and eventually Egyptian officials to get out of Gaza. This has included people injured by airstrikes who turn to crowdfunding to pay a fee as high as $7,500 per person to get out and to the medical care they need. For many medical relief workers, the challenge is to simply survive another day.

Not even the last remaining functioning hospitals have the medicines and supplies needed to be considered “fully operational,” and no hospitals have the capacity to provide critical trauma

---

Sixteen of the 22 health centers operated by the United Nations are no longer in operation. Lifesaving products such as “insulin and blood are in extreme shortage,” and with a lack of testing supplies infections go undiagnosed “allowing pathogens to spread more easily.”

We condemn any use of hospital compounds by Hamas to plan or launch military action. We also note that field hospitals owned and operated by American partners have come under Israeli fire. In January, Israeli forces were accused of using an airstrike to target Jordan’s newest field hospital in Khan Younis. This is the fourth allegation of a deliberate attack on Jordan’s field hospitals.

The U.S. should urgently mobilize airlifts of medicine and medical equipment directly to the few remaining functional hospitals. The Biden administration should seek absolute assurances that the Israeli government will protect medical infrastructure and personnel. To address the medical crisis in Gaza, the administration should urgently consider sending the U.S. Navy’s two hospital ships, the USNS Mercy and the USNS Comfort, which would add 2,000 beds to the effort. The administration should also work with our allies and partners to establish additional field hospitals to increase bed capacity and care.

With woefully inadequate aid getting in and the medical facilities and personnel that do exist under attack, a sea change is desperately needed. The U.S. must swiftly implement step one of Operation Gaza Relief. The U.S. has recently helped fund one field hospital in Rafah and there is room to expand on that progress.

We would appreciate your responses to the following questions by April 17, 2024:

1. What capabilities does the U.S. government have to do the following, and does the Administration have the mechanisms in place to do so? If so, please describe such mechanisms.
   a. Mobilize and support airlifts to provide hospitals in Gaza with supplies including basic medicines such as blood, antibiotics, and insulin;

---
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b. Deploy the Navy’s hospital ships to the eastern Mediterranean;
c. Coordinate the transportation of Palestinians with severe injuries and illnesses to hospitals in the region;
d. Support the establishment of field hospitals in North Gaza and in Egypt across from the Rafah Crossing; and
e. Recommend and provide assistance to ensure no-fire zones for field hospitals.

2. If U.S. officials determine that any of the above will be implemented, what is the timeline for doing each?

3. Which U.S. government allies and partners are needed to achieve any of the above?

4. What access and capacity do American non-governmental organizations have to provide additional medical care, and have administration officials communicated with them about doing so?

5. What, if any, challenges is the field hospital funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development in Rafah currently facing?

6. Is the administration exploring options to expedite review to allow severely injured and sick Palestinians to access care in Egypt, including encouraging COGAT and Egypt to complete security reviews within 24 hours? Would this include allowing relatives to accompany the patient?

7. What other options are under consideration to address the ongoing medical care crisis in Gaza?

Israel has the right to pursue Hamas terrorists who carried out the horrific attacks on October 7th, but it must comply with international law. The combination of Israeli restrictions on access to humanitarian aid and the harm caused by relentless bombing and shelling has devastated Gaza’s healthcare capacities at a time when the need for urgent care is soaring. It is critical that the United States leverage its unique capabilities to urgently and dramatically ramp up medical support to the people of Gaza.

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

Jeffrey A. Merkley
United States Senator
Chris Van Hollen  
United States Senator

Richard J. Durbin  
United States Senator

Peter Welch  
United States Senator